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Localizations of locally finitely presentable categories with good pull-back properties are 
characterized in terms of exact topologies. 
0. Introduction 
A locally finitely presentable category & is equivalent to the category Lex 6 of 
left exact contravariant functors on a small cocomplete category 8. This way d is 
embedded as a reflective subcategory into the topos of presheaves Set”‘, and 
localizations $Z’ of d can be studied by using topologies on FZ. (As usual, by a 
localization we mean a full reflective subcategory with a left exact reflector.) 
In Section 1 we recall the characterization of 9 by ‘continuous topologies’ on J 
as in [3,4], as well as the Day-Street approach [6] in terms of Grothendieck 
topologies on VZ. The idea is that every localization 9 in Lex ‘&? is given by a topology 
as a category of sheaves. However, not every topology gives a localization. 
We show in Section 2 that, under suitable stability conditions on &, there is a 
correspondence between localizations and certain topologies that we call exact. To 
establish this correspondence we employ factorization techniques as provided in [5]. 
1. Review on localizations in a locally presentable category 
Let @? be a small finitely cocomplete category, and denote by Lex 8 the category 
of left exact functors on Q. It is well known [7] that any locally finitely presentable 
category is of this form, with @? all finitely presentable objects. (A more general 
result applies to locally a-presentable categories, where a is a regular cardinal, by 
considering a-continuous functors.) 
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Denote by ‘8 the topos of contravariant presheaves on 8 and by hc the repre- 
sentable functor represented by CE E?. Then we can give the following: 
Definition 1.1 (Borceux and Veit [3]). Let 9, be the subpresheaf of the subobject 
classifier Q of G?‘, defined by 
a,(C) = {R*tc, RELexE?}, for all CE%, 
Q,(f)(R) = f-‘(R), for all f : C+ D and all R E Q,(D). 
Note that Szg is not in general left exact, but it is a subobject classifier for Lex @?. 
Definition 1.2 (Borceux and Veit [3]). A topology j on Lex 8 is a morphism 
j : Qg4-t Qg in 8, such that 
(i) j. true = true, 
(ii) j . j = j, 
(iii) j.A=A.(jXj). 
Consider now a localization 2F in Lex 8, with left exact reflector I : Lex $9 + 9. 
Recall that an object L is orthogonal to a morphism f : A + B if the mapping 
F?(f, L) : ‘@(B, L) + @(A, L) is a bijection [5]. 
Borceux and Veit showed the following: 
Proposition 1.3 (Borceux and Veit [3]). Any localization 2 in Lex ‘$2 is completely 
determined by a topology j on Lex Q. 
Proof (Sketch). Given 9, define JC = {m : R F+ hc, R E Lex % and m is inverted by 
I}, for all CE K?. Since I preserves finite limits, it is easy to show that J= (Jc)CCg 
is stable under pullback along morphisms of representables. The corresponding map 
j : !Sg + Qg, defined by the pullback 
J-l 
is a topology on Lex E?. 
The localization .2? is exactly the category J’ of left exact functors, orthogonal 
to all morphisms of J= (Jc)CGw. Jl is also called the category of j-sheaves in 
Lex B. 0 
Day and Street [6] studied a situation similar to that of Proposition 1.3, 
characterizing localizations in terms of Grothendieck topologies on 6. 
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Proposition 1.4 (Day and Street [6]). Any localization .9 in Lex E? is completely 
determined by a Grothendieck topology K on C!?. 
Proof (Sketch). Consider the family J of Proposition 1.3. One has JG 52 since it 
is stable under pullbacks. Then, define K as the Grothendieck topology generated 
by J. It is well known that Sh,B = Sh,%’ in @. Hence 9 2: Sh,?? fl Lex 8. 0 
Observe that the results of Proposition 1.3 and 1.4 are independent of the par- 
ticular structure of Lex B, so similar proofs apply to the following general setting: 
Proposition 1.5. If g is a Grothendieck topos and ~3 c g is a reflective subcategory 
containing a set $9 of strong generators of 9, then any localization 9? of ~3 is com- 
pletely characterized by a Lawvere- Tierney topology k on g as 2 = Shk g t7 3. 0 
It is natural at this point to consider the following converse problem (cf. Proposi- 
tion 1.3): given a topology j on D w, when is the corresponding category g 2: J’ of 
j-sheaves in Lex g a localization? 
It is known [3] that J’ is reflective in Lex %, but the reflector is not necessarily 
left exact; for a counterexample see [9]. 
In the case of regular categories a necessary and sufficient condition for J’ to be 
a localization is contained in [3]. Consider the topology j on ~2~ and the corre- 
sponding closure operator on Lex @Y, then dense subobject means dense with respect 
to this operation. 
Proposition 1.6 (Borceux and Veit [3]). Zf Lex E’ is regular, then J’ is a localiza- 
tion if and only if the finite coproduct of dense monomorphisms has the property 
that the equalizer of its kernel pair is dense. 0 
If Lex EY is the category of models of some algebraic theory rc, the condition of 
Proposition 1.6 is satisfied if rc is commutative, or if the free object on one generator 
is flat (cf. [3]). 
We could also approach the same problem starting from a topology K on 8 rather 
than on Q,, and ask when ShKE? fl Lex 8’ is a localization in Lex %. It is clear that 
this is always the case if K is a subcanonical topology (cf. [6]). 
In what follows we generalize this result to exact topologies K on E?. 
2. The correspondence between localizations and exact topologies 
First, we recall some basic facts about factorization systems that we will need in 
the following. For more details see [l] and [5]. Let J be a category with finite limits. 
Definition 2.1. A factorization system (&, A) of ~2 is local if and only if it satisfies 
the following two conditions: 
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(i) f.gE& andfe& * geG; 
(ii) & is stable under pullbacks. 
Proposition 2.2. There is an order-preserving bijection between the family of 
localizations of &’ and the family of local factorization systems (&, A) on &. 
Proof (Sketch). Given a localization 9 with reflector 1: ~2 + 9, the corresponding 
8 is the set of maps inverted by 8 (which are equally those maps to which every 
L E 2? is orthogonal), and Jlt is the set of maps m : A -+ B for which 
A - IA 
B - 1B 
is a pullback. 
Conversely, given the local factorization system (&,A), the corresponding 
localization g consists of those objects L such that L + 1 is in & (which are equally 
those objects L orthogonal to any e E G), and the reflection qA : A + 1A of A into 
9 is the g-part of the (&, &)-factorization of A + 1. 0 
Further, it is possible to show that 9 is fully determined by the knowledge of 
& fl Mono, being in fact 9 2: (& n Mono)‘. 
It is clear that in presence of ‘good’ generators, we can describe 8 n Mono in 
terms of topologies as in Section 1. 
Now, suppose 5? c Lex B is a localization and K the corresponding topology of 
Proposition 1.4. Define another topology H9 on Q as the largest topology on 0 
such that any L E 2? is a Hg-sheaf, and denote by a : S? + Sh,E? the correspond- 
ing sheaf reflection. H2 always exists and is given by all the monos R ++ hc such 
that, for any f : D -+ C, f-‘(R) M h, is orthogonal to any L E 9 [5]. Of course 
Kc HP, so Sh,B 2 ShH,E’, hence Sh, tl Lex 67 = 9. 
Definition 2.3. A Grothendieck topology H on ET is said to be exact if and only if, 
for all CE 8, the associated H-sheaf ahc is left exact. 
Lemma 2.4. If H is an exact topology, then the associated H-sheaf aF is left exact 
for all FE Lex 67. 
Proof. If FE Lex ‘$7, then F is a filtered colimit of representables [2]. Since the 
associated sheaf reflection a : 8 -+Sh,%’ preserves colimits, aF is left exact by 
Definition 2.3, as a filtered colimit of left exact functors. c] 
Theorem 2.5. If the pullback of a finite colimit (in E’) of representable functors is 
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a strong epi-family in Lex 8, then for every localization LZ? c Lex %, the correspond- 
ing Grothendieck topology H2 is exact. 
Proof. Let 9 c Lex ‘$7 be a localization, (8, A) the corresponding local factoriza- 
tion system in Lex 8 and (G’, A’) the local factorization system in @? associated with 
The main part of the proof is to show 8 c &‘. Suppose that the monomorphism 
f : R )-t hc belongs to &. Then R belongs to the topology J of Proposition 1.3, so 
R is in HY), hence f E&‘. For a monomorphism f :A +B in & with arbitrary co- 
domain, consider the pullbacks 
fc 
Tc * he 
with B= lim ~ CEEIB hc, oc the canonical injections of the colimit, and with El B the 
category of elements of B. f E & implies fc E & since 8 is stable under pullbacks, so 
fee Q’, for all CE El B. Since filtered colimits are universal, A = l$..,, B T,, 
hence f E E’ as a preserves colimits. Therefore G fl Mono c &‘n Mono. 
Let now f : A + hc be an arbitrary morphism in G. It is easy to show that f E& 
if and only if its image G and the equalizer of its kernel pair belong to &, where the 
image G is given by the (strong-epi, mono) factorization n. p of f in Lex %. 
G 
To continue the proof of Theorem 2.5 we need: 
Lemma 2.6. The (strong-epi, mono) factorization of a map f : A + B in Lex ?? is ob- 
tained from the pointwise factorization y ’ g : A + I+ B in 8, by taking the exact 
closure of I in B. 
Proof. Consider the exact closure f of I in B (i.e., the smallest exact subobject of 
B containing Z) 
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a.g is a strong epi in Lex’&‘. In fact, if a.g=d.c with d:C+I manic and 
C E Lex 8, there exists a morphism b : Z --f C with de b = a; hence C left exact implies 
d iso. Cl 
By Lemma 2.6, the image G off in Lex @? is the exact closure Z of the image Z 
off in ‘8. The comparison monomorphism a : Z H 7 has the following nice density 
property: 
Lemma 2.1. Zf the pullback of a finite colimit of representable functors is an epi- 
family in Lex 8, then for every monomorphism Z h hc, ZE 8, the morphism 
a : Z )-, 7 with 7 the exact closure of Z in hc is such that, for any FE Lex %, F is 
orthogonal to a. 
Proof. Consider Z + h,, withZE@,andp:Z+FwithFELex%‘.ForeveryDE% 
and every ge Z(D), g : D+ C, PO(g) can be considered as a morphism tg = 
PO(g) : h, + F. The naturality of /? means that, for all g, g’E I, when considering 
the pullbacks 
we have tg. s = t,, . s’. 
The exact closure Z of I, can be described as follows [2]: 
T(D) = U Z,(D), for every DE ET”, with Z,(D) = Z(D), and 
ncR\1 
I,+,(D)={g:D+Clthereisafactorizationg=(D-Jt YT C) 
with a finite colimit Y = Ii@ Y, in K? such that, 
for the canonical injections si, one has 
y.SiEZn(K) for all i}. 
Given p : I-* F, we can define in a canonical way a natural transformation 
&,:Zn-fF, for any nEtN, such that PnII=P. 
Suppose, with the same notations as before, that y.Si~Z,(q), for all i, and that 
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YEI,+,( Then, since F is left exact, (&+r)r(y) is the map t :hy+ F uniquely 
defined by t-si=(/lJr,(y..si). 
To show that /3, + 1 is still a natural transformation, it suffices to verify that, for 
all g E I,(D) and any DE %‘, when considering the pullback T of g and y, 
one has t.p=t,.q with t,=(/QD(g). We know that t.p.Si=tg.q.Si for all i, with 
Si the pullback of Si along p. Since (Si);cl is a finite colimit in Lex Q, (Si)i~l is an epi- 
family in Lex 0, so t.p= $3 q. Similar arguments apply to the case where 
g E I,, + r(D), for any D E ‘6’, i.e., when g is a glueing of morphisms gi E Ia along 
the finite colimit D=l$Di. By iterating this process, we can define a natural 
transformation p : I+ F, the unique extension of /I. Hence F is orthogonal to (Y. 0 
Now we can conclude the proof of Theorem 2.5. Since Lex g is reflective in ‘@, 
the equalizer of the kernel pair off in @ is in 6, hence it is in &‘. So, to show that 
f E Q’, it suffices to verify that its image y : I H h, in G? is in 8’ whenever n : I>- hC 
is in &. 
Under the assumptions on Lex %‘, it is known that the exact closure operation is 
universal (see [2]). Then, for any r : hD --t h,, the pullback y’: I’+ h, of y along { 
is orthogonal to all L E 2, by Lemma 2.7 and since n’: ?‘z++ hD is in 8. Hence 
y E I& c &‘. As before, we can generalize this result to any f : A --f B in E, with 
arbitrary codomain. Hence & c &‘. 
Trivially, for a representable functor h,, the associated sheaf reflection ah,e 
Sh,g is obtained by factorizing h, -+ 1 in (&Y, a’) as 
with e’E &’ and m’e A’. Consider the (8, Jtt)-factorization of hc -+ 1 in Lex 8, 
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with e E & and m E A. As we showed before, e E & implies e E 8’. Furthermore, we 
have lhcE 9, hence lhcE Sh,,%‘, so m E A’ by definition. Therefore e’=e, 
m’ = m, and ah, is left exact. 0 
Corollary 2.8. Under the assumption of Theorem 2.5, if LZ G Lex Q is a localization 
with reflector I: Lex E? -+ 9, then the associated sheaf reflection a : E? + Sh,E= 
determined by the topology Hdf is an extension of 1 (i.e. alLex I : Lex E? + 9). 
Proof. Trivial by Theorem 2.5. 0 
Theorem 2.9. Under the assumption of Theorem 2.5, every localization y! in Lex E? 
is completely determined by an exact topology Hg in E? as g=Sh,?Zn Lex @Z. 
Conversely, for every exact topology H in FZ, ShH,n Lex %’ is a localization in 
Lex %. 
Proof. The first statement is Theorem 2.5. For the other one, define 1: Lex @? -+ 
ShHEZ n Lex 5Z as the restriction of a: if? --) Sh,B to Lex E; 1 is left exact, since 
Lex K? is reflective in 9. 0 
Observe that, if we start with the exact topology H on g and we construct HP 
corresponding to 5? = ShHg fl Lex g, in general we get HZ a H. In order to restrict 
the correspondence of Theorem 2.9 so that it becomes a bijection, consider the 
following: 
Definition 2.10. A topology H on g is saturated if, for all m: RF+ hc, R E 8, 
whenever the exact closure R * hc of R in hc is in H, then m is in H. 
Theorem 2.11. Under the assumption of Theorem 2.5, there is a bijection between 
localizations 9 in Lex ‘?Z and exact, saturated topologies H on %. 
Proof. For any localization 9, the corresponding HY is saturated by Lemma 2.7 
since the exact closure operation is stable under pullbacks [2]. 
Conversely, if H is an exact saturated topology on E?, and m : RF+ hc is in Hg 
with 9 = ShHE?n Lex 8, consider the exact closure a : R F+ I? of R in hc. The 
subobject n : l? H h, is left exact and n E H p, hence n is inverted by the reflection 
1: Lex g--t 9, so it is also inverted by the associated sheaf reflection a : E? --f Sh,@?. 
This implies n E H, hence by Definition 2.10, m E H. q 
We can easily relate this result to the Borceux-Veit situation. 
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Corollary 2.12. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.5, there is a bijection between 
localizations 9 in Lex K? and topologies on !Zg induced by exact topologies on Q. 
Proof. One direction comes from Proposition 1.3 and Theorem 2.5. For the other 
one, if H is an exact topology on 8, J defined by 
J,= {m:R*hhcIRELex8 and meH,}, 
is a topology on Qg, and J’ = ShHB n Lex 8 is a localization in Lex ‘I!?. Moreover, 
J is exactly the Borceux-Veit topology associated to 9 = J’ as in Proposition 
1.3. 0 
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